Tracing the Imprint of River Runoff Variability on Arctic Water Mass Transformation
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Abstract The Arctic Ocean receives a net freshwater input from land and from the atmosphere. This flux of freshwater, along with net surface heat loss, acts to transform the water mass properties of inflowing Atlantic and Pacific waters. In this study, model simulations are used to quantify the Arctic water mass transformation in salinity and temperature space, and its explained variance due to variability in the largest freshwater source to the Arctic: river runoff. This explained variance is quantified using a novel tool, the seasonal climate response function, which describes the magnitude and time scale of adjustment to a runoff perturbation at monthly resolution. Using this method, the transient response of Arctic water mass transformation is reconstructed over time scales ranging from several months to a decade. Model simulations with variable runoff indicate a significant explained model variance of several terms contributing to salinity transformation, including diffusion, the formation and melt of sea ice, and a possibly model-dependent surface salinity-restoring term. Most notably, an increase in river runoff strengthens the diffusion of salt and heat, which ultimately leads to an increase in the advective salt and heat import into the Arctic. These results provide evidence for the potential predictability of the Arctic system based on variability in river runoff.

Plain Language Summary The outflow of rivers into the Arctic Ocean varies greatly from year to year and has a large impact on the waters, which are exchanged between the Arctic and the surrounding oceans. In this study, we use a numerical model to understand how variability in river outflow affects processes in the Arctic, such as the formation and melt of sea ice, and on what time scales. To describe the impact of river outflow on time scales from months to a decade, we present a simple mathematical tool that is compared to simulations from the numerical model. We find that this tool can be used to explain, and possibly predict, variations in Arctic processes based on knowledge of variations in river outflow. Interestingly, we find that an increase in river outflow increases the transport of heat to the Arctic and reduces the sea ice extent.

1. Introduction

The Arctic Ocean is a semienclosed basin, surrounded by vast continents and relatively narrow straits (Figure 1a). The Arctic is characterized by a significant modification of circulating water masses due to freshwater input and by cooling due to surface heat loss (Carmack et al., 2016; Rudels et al., 2015). This water mass transformation maintains a steady state circulation of inflowing warm, saline water, and two branches of outflow: one carrying cold fresh water and the other carrying cold dense water (Eldevik & Nilsen, 2013; Lambert et al., 2016; Rudels, 2010; Stigebrandt, 1985). Besides this steady state circulation, the Arctic exhibits a strong seasonality due to solar irradiance, the formation and melt of sea ice, and river runoff. In addition, the freshwater input by river runoff shows a considerable interannual variability (Haine et al., 2015). In this study, we use a numerical model to describe the transient impact of variable river runoff on water mass transformation in the highly seasonal environment of the Arctic.

Arctic river runoff affects water mass transformation both directly (through freshening of surface waters) and indirectly (e.g., through changes in stratification). In the long term, an increase in river runoff has been shown to increase the stratification and subhalocline temperatures in the Arctic (Nummelin et al.,
A moderate increase in river runoff (<30%) can strengthen the exchanges of volume and heat with the surrounding oceans, whereas a larger increase can weaken these exchanges (Nummelin et al., 2016). Furthermore, Jahn, Tremblay, Mysak, et al. (2010) found an increase in the northward ocean heat transport with increased Arctic freshwater export. The impact of long-term changes in Arctic freshwater input may have consequences beyond the Arctic domain, as Lambert et al. (2016) suggested that increased Arctic runoff can stabilize the northern branch of the Atlantic thermohaline circulation. Although knowledge of these long-term impacts is important in light of the projected increase in Arctic river runoff, little is known of the short-term impacts of runoff variability.

The impact of variability in a forcing term, such as runoff, on climate processes has been studied using climate response functions (CRFs; Johnson et al., 2018; Kostov et al., 2017, 2018; Marshall et al., 2017). A CRF describes the magnitude and time scale of the response of a process to a change in forcing and can be estimated from a stepwise perturbation experiment (this study; Marshall et al., 2017) or from internal variability (Johnson et al., 2018; Kostov et al., 2017, 2018). Through convolution of this CRF with the forcing history, the variability in a climate process can be reconstructed. The benefit of this method with respect to other mathematical tools, such as lagged correlations, is that the CRF exploits the memory in the climate system. In general, the memory in a system arises from a finite system response time scale (e.g., Hasselmann et al., 1993; Van Hateren, 2013), which in our case is linked to the considerable residence time of river runoff in the upper Arctic Ocean (Ö(10 years), Bauch et al., 1995; Jahn, Tremblay, Newton, et al., 2010; Pemberton et al., 2014). Consequently, one may expect that the variability in river runoff impacts Arctic water mass transformation for several years.

Arctic water mass transformation is characterized by the exchange of water masses with the surrounding basins and by surface and subsurface water mass transformation. This water mass transformation results in the modification of water masses derived from the North Atlantic and the North Pacific. Warm and saline Atlantic Water enters through the Barents Sea Opening and Fram Strait and relatively fresh and seasonally warm Pacific Water enters through Bering Strait (Rudels, 2015). In addition to this long-term mean circulation, eddies contribute to the net exchange of salt, heat, and mass across the Arctic gateways (von Appen et al., 2016; Hattermann et al., 2016). The surface fluxes of heat, salt, and freshwater are characterized by a strong seasonality. During winter, surface heat loss and brine rejection induce a net buoyancy loss of surface waters, whereas during summer, shortwave radiation, river runoff, and sea ice melt induce a net buoyancy gain. Integrated over a year, these surface fluxes prescribe a net cooling and freshening of inflowing
water masses as they circulate the Arctic Ocean. The outflows of these modified water masses exit primarily through Fram Strait and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.

In this study we consider river runoff as an external forcing parameter, but we note that variability in runoff and other processes in the Arctic are linked to atmospheric variability. Through their manifestation in surface wind and pressure patterns, modes of extratropical Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation, such as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), affect the Arctic sea ice export (Guemas et al., 2016; Krahmann & Visbeck, 2003; Rigor et al., 2002; Smedsrud et al., 2011), freshwater export and its distribution within the Arctic (Anderson et al., 2004; Jahn, Tremblay, Mysak, et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2018), and the northward heat transport in the Atlantic sector (Delworth & Zeng, 2016)—which further controls the mean winter sea ice edge (Bitz et al., 2002) and its variability (Årthun et al., 2012; Onarheim et al., 2015). The precipitation and snow cover in the Arctic region (Niederdrenk et al., 2016), and consequently the river runoff itself (Déry & Wood, 2004; Niederdrenk et al., 2016; Peterson et al., 2002), are linked to moisture pathways associated with the AO, the NAO, and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation on interannual to decadal time scales. The impact of variable river runoff thus ultimately describes a fraction of the atmospheric forcing of Arctic water mass transformation.

Both globally and in the Arctic, surface fluxes of heat and freshwater act to create the water mass extremes (Hieronymus et al., 2014; Pemberton et al., 2015), while diffusion and (locally) advection act to balance the effects of surface fluxes in steady state. This balance between surface fluxes, advection, and diffusion is described by the water mass transformation framework of Walin (1977, 1982), which we will use to diagnose Arctic water mass transformation. This framework describes salinity and temperature transformation in terms of salinity and temperature, respectively. This framework has been extended to study density transformation (Badin & Williams, 2010; Badin et al., 2013; Marshall, 1997; Marshall et al., 1999; Nurser et al., 1999; Sloyan & Rintoul, 2000, 2001; Speer & Tziperman, 1992; Tziperman, 1986), as well as the combination of salinity and temperature transformation in an S,T framework (Grist et al., 2016; Hieronymus et al., 2014; Pemberton et al., 2015; Speer, 1993). This S,T framework has formed the basis of transformation vectors describing water mass transformation in semienclosed basins (Pemberton et al., 2015; Speer, 1993) and stream functions in S-T space for transformation in the global ocean (Döös et al., 2012; Groeskamp, Zika, McDougall, et al., 2014; Hieronymus et al., 2014; Zika et al., 2012). More recently, Groeskamp et al. (2017) used the S,T framework to estimate ocean mixing from observations. All these applications are based on the steady state balance between advection, diffusion, and surface fluxes. In this study, we combine the framework with CRFs to study the temporal variability in water mass transformation.

In section 2 we formulate the CRFs, describe the water mass transformation framework, and present the numerical model setup. In section 3, we diagnose the control water mass transformation and extract the dominant processes that describe the Arctic system. In section 4, we compute CRFs for these processes and reconstruct the transient impact of river runoff variability. We end the paper with a discussion in section 5 and conclusions in section 6.

2. Methods

2.1. Seasonal CRF

In order to trace the imprint of variable river runoff on Arctic water mass transformation, we compute CRFs (e.g., Marshall et al., 2017). CRFs are response functions of some climate diagnostic $D$ to an idealized perturbation in a forcing parameter $R$. Through convolution, a time series of $D$ can be constructed from a time series of $R$. Here we will construct CRFs based on a step function increase in the total Arctic river runoff of 30%. We consider an idealized CRF by assuming that the response of any climate diagnostic $D$ can be described in terms of an exponential decay toward a new equilibrium:

$$D(t) = \bar{D} + \delta (1 - e^{-t/\tau})$$

Here $t$ is the time after the perturbation; $\bar{D}$ is the control value of $D$. The CRF is determined by two parameters: The equilibrium sensitivity $\delta$ denotes the change in $D$ after adjustment to the 30% increase in runoff, and the time scale $\tau$ is the associated e-folding time scale. Note that more general forms of CRFs have been presented (Johnson et al., 2018; Kostov et al., 2017; Marshall et al., 2017). By assuming that the response of $D$ to variability in $R$ is linear, one can construct a time series of $D$:
Figure 2. Visualization of the seasonal climate response function. (a) Steady state seasonal cycle for the idealized example diagnostic of sea ice melt. CTRL denotes the control values $D_s(m)$; PERT denotes the values after equilibration to a perturbation $D_s(m) - \delta_s(m)$. (b) The transient response to the perturbation; the adjustment time scale $\tau_s(m)$ is derived from the exponential fit denoted by sCRF. This process is repeated for each calendar month to determine the sCRF parameters $\delta_s$ and $\tau_s$. sCRF = seasonal climate response function.

$$D(t) = \bar{D} + \frac{\delta}{\tau R_{\text{step}}} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R'(t')e^{-\left(t-t'/\tau\right)} dt'.$$

(1)

Here $R_{\text{step}}$ is the magnitude of the step function increase in $R$ used to compute $\delta$, and $R'$ is the anomaly in river runoff from the control value. Note that the assumption of linearity implies that $\delta$ and $\tau$ are independent of the magnitude of $R'$. The integral indicates that the value of $D$ at each time $t$ is the function of all values of $R'$ before time $t$.

A CRF can provide useful information about the impact of the variability in runoff on diagnostic $D$ if it adheres to a number of requirements. First, the impact of the variability in total Arctic river runoff $R$ must be sufficiently large compared to other impacts of river runoff such as spatiotemporal variability. Second, the sensitivity $\delta$ must be sufficiently large with respect to the internal variability in $D$; in other words, the signal-to-noise ratio must be sufficient. And third, the exponential function in equation (1) must adequately describe the adjustment to the step function increase in runoff.

We will assume that the spatiotemporal variability in Arctic river runoff is sufficiently small to be neglected. However, the other two requirements depend on the seasonality of diagnostic $D$. To illustrate this, we consider the example of total Arctic sea ice melt as climate diagnostic $D$. Sea ice melt in the Arctic dominates throughout the summer and is negligible during winter as schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. Although one can consider perturbations with respect to this mean seasonal cycle, the sensitivity $\delta$ will also vary throughout the season. Summer sea ice melt may be affected by increased river runoff, here depicted for illustration by a decrease, whereas winter ice melt will remain negligible irrespective of the amount of river runoff.

Because of the strong seasonal cycle in Arctic water mass transformation, we may expect the sensitivity $\delta$ of many climate diagnostics to contain a seasonal pattern. Furthermore, it is possible that the time scale $\tau$ varies throughout the season as well. This issue of seasonality is commonly surpassed by considering annual mean values of $D$ and $\delta$ (e.g., Marshall et al., 2017). However, that approach limits the temporal resolution of the constructed time series to annual values as well. As we expect the impact of river runoff on Arctic water mass transformation to be considerable within years, we wish to retain a monthly resolution. For this, we introduce the seasonal CRF (sCRF).

The sCRF expands the common CRF by introducing seasonally dependent sensitivities and time scales. Whereas the common CRF is described by two parameters $\delta$ and $\tau$, the sCRF is described by 24 parameters $\delta_s(m)$ and $\tau_s(m)$ where $m$ is the calendar month. This seasonal dependency of the CRF parameters is illustrated in Figure 2 by contrasting the potential impact of a perturbation on sea ice melt in January and July. The complete sCRF is derived by computing $\delta_s(m)$ and $\tau_s(m)$ for each calendar month. From these values and a time series of forcing parameter $R$, the monthly time series of diagnostic $D$ can be determined using

$$D(m) = D_s(m) + \frac{\delta_s(m)}{\tau_s(m)R_{\text{step}}} \sum_{m'=\infty}^{m-1} R'(m')e^{-\left(m-m'/\tau_s(m)\right)}.$$
which is the seasonal equivalent of equation (2). Here the time series of both $D$ and $R$ are discretized into monthly averages by replacing time $t$ with month $m$. The subscript $s$ denotes seasonally dependent parameters, which depend on the calendar month corresponding to $m$. Note that this formulation of the sCRF only considers seasonality in the response to forcing variability and not in the forcing itself as done by Kostov et al. (2018). Equation (3) could be enhanced with a seasonal forcing by repeating the computation of the sCRF parameters for perturbations in different calendar months.

The computation of sCRF parameters $\delta_s$ and $\tau_s$ and the construction of $D(m)$ are performed off-line from monthly average model output. When the adjustment of some diagnostic $D$ occurs within a month ($\tau_s < 1$ month), equation (3) cannot be applied. In this case, $D(m)$ is computed using a direct correlation between $D$ and forcing parameter $R$, which is weighted by $\delta_s$. In this case, memory in the system vanishes.

### 2.2. Water Mass Transformation

The diagnostics used to computed CRFs are extracted from the salinity and temperature frameworks of Walin (1977, 1982). This framework is based on the conservation of volume, salt, and heat within a certain range of salinities or temperatures. Within this framework, water mass transformation is interpreted as a volume flux across isohalines or isotherms as illustrated in Figure 3. Both the salinity and temperature frameworks describe a balance between three terms: net advection of volume out of the Arctic ($M$), diffusion of salt or heat ($F^S$, $F^T$), and surface fluxes of (virtual) salt or heat ($SE$, $Q$). Each salinity transformation term modifies the total volume of Arctic water with a salinity below $S$, denoted as $V(S)$, and each temperature transformation term modifies $V(T)$, the total volume of Arctic water with a temperature below $T$.

In steady state, the salinity framework describes the conservation of salt and volume within $V(S)$. The conservation of salt is expressed as

$$
\int_{S_{\text{min}}}^{S} M(S') dS' = F^S(S) - SE(S) \tag{4}
$$

and is illustrated in Figure 3c. Here $M(S)$ is the volume flux of water with a salinity below $S$, which is advected out of the Arctic across its surrounding gateways in cubic meters per second; $F^S(S)$ is the diffusive salt flux across isohaline $S$ in grams per kilogram times cubic meters per second; and $SE(S)$ is the net (virtual) salt flux across all outcropping waters with a salinity below $S$ in grams per kilogram times cubic meters per second. The advection includes both the long-term mean flow across the gateways as well as the short-term (eddy induced) variability; diffusion across these gateways is neglected in the budget. The surface salt flux includes both actual salt fluxes such as brine rejection, as well as freshwater fluxes such as river runoff; these freshwater fluxes are converted into virtual salt fluxes (e.g., Huang, 1993). The penetration of brine fluxes below the sea surface is included in the surface salt flux, though it transforms deeper and typically more saline layers (see Pemberton et al., 2015). The salinity framework is completed by conservation of volume within $V(S)$, which is expressed by the derivative of equation (4) with respect to salinity $S$,

$$
M(S) = \frac{\partial F^S(S)}{\partial S} - \frac{\partial SE(S)}{\partial S} \tag{5}
$$

and is illustrated in Figure 3e.

The temperature framework similarly describes the conservation of heat and volume within $V(T)$. Conservation of heat is expressed as

$$
c \int_{T_{\text{min}}}^{T} M(T') dT' = F^T(T) + Q(T) \tag{6}
$$

and is illustrated in Figure 3d. Here $c$ is the volumetric heat capacity in Joules per cubic meter per degree Celsius; $M(T)$ is the advection of water with a temperature below $T$ across the Arctic gateways; $F^T(T)$ is the heat diffusion across isotherm $T$ in watts; $Q(T)$ is the net surface heat flux across outcropping waters with a temperature below $T$ in watts. As river runoff is treated as a virtual salt flux, it does not affect the heat budget. Similar to brine penetration, the penetration of solar heating below the sea surface is included in the surface flux, though it acts to transform deeper layers (e.g., Groeskamp & Iudicone, 2018; Iudicone et al., 2008). Finally, conservation of volume within $V(T)$ is expressed by the derivative of equation (6),

$$
M(T) = \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial F^T(T)}{\partial T} + \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial Q(T)}{\partial T} \tag{7}
$$

and is illustrated in Figure 3f.
Figure 3. Visualization of Arctic water mass transformation in (a, c, e) the salinity framework and (b, d, f) the temperature framework. (a, b) The three balancing terms governing the salinity and temperature frameworks. (c, d) The cumulative salt and heat budgets corresponding to equations (4) and (6). (e, f) The salinity and temperature transformation corresponding to equations (5) and (7). Panels (a) and (b) are adapted from Pemberton et al. (2015). Note that isohaline $S$ and isotherm $T$ are purely for illustrative purposes and do not imply actual stratification.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will use the terms in equations (4)–(7) to describe water mass transformation in the Arctic. The transformation rates (equation (5) and (7)) are volume fluxes, which henceforth will be expressed in sverdrups ($1\text{ Sv} \equiv 10^6 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}$). Note that these equations describe steady state balances and therefore do not hold at each moment in time. In order to resolve the transient state of the system, one could explicitly solve for the residual of these balances. However, we are particularly interested in the transient response of the water mass transformation terms themselves. To express this response, we will compute CRFs for the individual terms that describe the steady state balance.

2.3. Model Setup

We diagnose the salinity and temperature frameworks and compute sCRFs from model simulations using the coupled sea ice-ocean component of the Norwegian Earth System Model (Bentsen et al., 2013). The ocean model originates from the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Model (MICOM, Bleck & Smith, 1990), but is extensively updated, and the sea ice component is the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model version 4 (Hunke et al., 2010). The sea ice and ocean components are fully coupled and configured on the same tri-polar grid. The horizontal grid cells are optimized for isotropic grid spacing except toward the equator where the meridional resolution approaches $0.25^\circ$ and is $1^\circ$ zonal. The Northern Hemisphere grid singularities are located in Canada and Siberia. This gives a typical resolution in the Arctic ocean of approximately 40 km. The vertical grid consists of 51 isopycnic layers referenced to 2,000 dbar, with the surface mixed layer divided into two
nonisopycnic layers. The model includes a Gent-McWilliams parametrization as detailed in Danabasoglu et al. (2016). Further information of this version of the model setup can be found in Ilıcak et al. (2016).

The model is forced with Normal Year Forcing from the Coordinated ocean-ice experiments data set (CORE, Large & Yeager, 2004), which is an annually repeated cycle of atmospheric fluxes. This forcing suppresses other sources of interannual variability than runoff. The model forcing includes a sea surface salinity restoring to climatology, which is applied globally with a time scale of 6 days. As discussed by Ilıcak et al. (2016), the model has a prominent cold bias in the deep Arctic basin, though this was found not to significantly impact the heat transport into the Arctic. In addition, the model is known to have a cold and fresh bias in the mixed layer.

The model is spun up over 400 years, applying a constant runoff without a seasonal cycle. After this spinup, three simulations are performed over a period of 32 years with different river runoff fields into the Arctic Ocean (see Figure 1b). The ctrl case has the same runoff as during spinup; the pert case has a stepwise runoff increase of 30% within the Arctic basin; and the var case has monthly runoff into the Arctic based on the Coordinated ocean-ice experiments-II data set (CORE-II, Large & Yeager, 2009). The latter contains a seasonal cycle, interannual variability, and spatiotemporal variability with a possible anticorrelation between the different river outlets. In all cases, runoff outside the Arctic is constant and unperturbed from the spinup and ctrl case.

To compute CRFs, we choose a 30% runoff perturbation as $R_{\text{step}}$, which is on the order of typical interannual variability (Figure 1b). This perturbation is small compared to simulations proposed by Marshall et al. (2017). By using simulations with Normal Year Forcing, external sources of interannual variability are suppressed. As a result, relatively small perturbations can exceed the stochastic variability, allowing for the computation of CRFs without the need for an ensemble of simulations. Such small perturbations are beneficial as they limit the probability of a nonlinear response that violates the theory of CRFs.

The steady state balances derived from the ctrl and pert cases are based on averages from years 410 to 432. This allows for the system to adjust for one typical renewal cycle of Arctic freshwater, which is of order 10 years, and allows for a relatively long time (22 years) to approximate statistical steady state. The diagnostics of all terms that compose the salinity and temperature frameworks are computed online in salinity bins of 0.04 g/kg and temperature bins of 0.04 °C (equal resolution to Hieronymus et al., 2014; Pemberton et al., 2015). Note that we neglect any water mass transformation within each salinity and temperature bins and do not include a local response term as introduced by Groeskamp, Zika, Sloyan, et al. (2014). This resolution is relatively high compared to the isopycnal resolution of the model. As a consequence, the diagnostic output is strongly concentrated in a limited number of salinity and temperature bins, making the output strongly dependent on the specific model discretization. In order to derive physically realistic transformation fields, we apply an off-line smoothing in salinity of 0.8 g/kg and in temperature of 0.4 °C to derive a relatively continuous diagnostic output.

3. Arctic Water Mass Transformation

In order to understand the impact of runoff variability on the water mass transformation in the Arctic Ocean, we first need to understand the control state. In this section, we discuss the long-term mean water mass transformation in terms of volume, salt, and heat budgets as described by equations (4)–(7). These budgets are diagnosed from the ctrl simulation, after reaching steady state, in terms of either salinity or temperature. From these balances, we extract several dominant balances that describe the basin-wide water mass transformation processes in the modeled Arctic Ocean. These balances form the background to which perturbations induced by runoff variability are analyzed in section 4.

3.1. Control Simulation

As schematically illustrated in Figure 3, water mass transformation can be described in terms of advection, diffusion, and surface fluxes of salt and heat. The salt, heat, and volume fluxes from the model simulation are shown in Figure 4.

The Arctic-wide salt budget is marked by the integrated salt fluxes below $S_{\text{max}}$ (Figure 4a). As diffusion cannot act as a net source or sink of salt but can only redistribute salt within the basin, the total salt budget is governed by a balance between advection and surface salt fluxes. The negative surface salt flux reflects a net integrated surface freshwater input into the Arctic, and the positive advective salt flux across reflects a net
Figure 4. Model control water mass transformation. Panels (a) and (c) visualize Arctic salinity transformation; panels (b) and (d) visualize temperature transformation. The physical interpretation of the different lines is noted in the schematic graphs in Figures 3c–3f. Note that the lines in panels (c) and (d) are the derivatives of the lines in panels (a) and (b) with respect to salinity or temperature, respectively. $S_1$ and $T_1$ mark the isohaline and isotherm across, which salt and heat diffusion are maximum. $S_{\text{max}}$ and $T_{\text{max}}$ mark the maximum salinity and temperature in the model Arctic and are used for computing the total Arctic salt and heat budgets. $S_2$ and $T_2$ mark the difference between net inflows and outflows across the Arctic gateways and hence the maximum transformation of inflowing waters.

freshwater export across the Arctic gateways. The salt budget can thus be interpreted as a total freshwater budget in the Arctic.

The diffusion of salt necessarily transports salt from saline layers to fresh layers, as marked by the positive diffusive salt flux. The maximum salt diffusion crosses the isohaline marked by $S_1$ (Figure 4a). As this isohaline is fresher than all inflows and outflows across the Arctic gateways, this diffusive salt flux cannot be balanced by advection. Rather, it is balanced by the integrated negative surface salt flux into outcropping waters with a salinity below $S_1$. Diffusion in the model is the sum of isoneutral and diapycnal diffusion. As can be seen by the balance between diffusion and the surface salt flux across $S_1$, not all diffusion in the model is captured by these two diffusive terms. It should be noted that Gent-McWilliams fluxes are neglected in the present study, though these are small, in agreement with Pemberton et al. (2015), and cannot account for the missing diffusion.

The Arctic-wide heat budget (Figure 4b) qualitatively resembles the salt budget and is a balance between the integrated heat advection and surface heat fluxes below $T_{\text{max}}$. Not surprisingly, the heat advection across the Arctic gateways is positive and is balanced by a net surface heat loss. Similar to salt diffusion, there exists an isotherm $T_1$, which marks the maximum diffusive heat flux. This heat flux into cold waters with a temperature below $T_1$ is balanced by a net surface heat loss from the outcrop of these cold waters. Note that, again, diffusion of heat is underestimated and the isoneutral and diapycnal diffusion do not fully account for the total model diffusion.

The net salt advection into the Arctic is governed by a net inflow of relatively saline waters and a net outflow of fresher waters. The slope in advection indicates the net inflow and outflow of water of different salinities (Figure 4c): A negative (positive) slope indicates a net inflow (outflow) in a given salinity class (see also Figure 3e). In the model simulations, this transformation of a saline inflow to a fresher outflow is maximum
across isohaline $S_2$ (Figure 4c). This transformation primarily describes the transformation of Atlantic Water entering through the Barents Sea and Fram Strait (see Figure 1a). We find that the freshening of Atlantic Water is predominantly governed by diffusion, indicating a small impact of direct surface freshening. This dominant diffusive freshening likely reflects a subduction of the Atlantic inflow below fresh surface layers (e.g., Rudels et al., 2015), which shelter the Atlantic Water from direct surface salt fluxes.

Besides the net inflow of Atlantic Water with a salinity above $S_2$, we can distinguish a fresh inflow between salinities 31 and 32 g/kg. This inflow, which undergoes net salinification within the Arctic Ocean, likely originates from the relatively fresh North Pacific. The salinification of this Pacific Water is governed by surface salt fluxes. This transformation is model specific and deviates from that presented by Pemberton et al. (2015). Because this salinification of Pacific Water is relatively small and model specific, we will not analyze this transformation in more depth.

The transformation of inflowing waters in terms of temperature is marked by a maximum cooling across isotherm $T_2$ (Figure 4d). This transformation represents the cooling of the Atlantic inflow as well as the relatively warm Pacific inflow during summer. The cooling of these inflowing waters is governed by both surface heat loss and diffusion. Although the latter appears small, this may be partly due to the underestimation of diffusion.

3.2. Surface Fluxes

The surface fluxes of (virtual) salt and heat in Figure 4 are composed of a number of separate physical terms. In Figure 5, we extract these separate terms that induce a net salt extraction and freshening, as well as net heat extraction and cooling of Arctic surface waters.

Surface salt fluxes are dominated by ice melt, brine rejection, river runoff, and a restoring term. Direct evaporation from and precipitation into the open ocean is small due to the large sea ice cover. Although net precipitation over the Arctic is considerable, the bulk falls on top of sea ice. As a result, it is either directly transported out of the Arctic through sea ice export, or it enters the Arctic Ocean indirectly through sea ice melt. The balance between the total ice melt and brine rejection ($S_{max}$ in Figure 5a) suggests a net balance between sea ice export and net precipitation over sea ice, in agreement with considerations by Rudels (2015).
The total surface salt flux in the model is completed by a correction term to conserve salt globally, which is also negligible.

Over the complete salinity range, sea ice melt, and brine rejection dominate both the salt fluxes (Figure 5a) and the salinity transformation (Figure 5c). As described by Abernathey et al. (2016), sea ice melt occurs during summer when surface waters are relatively fresh, and brine rejection occurs during winter when surface waters are more saline. This seasonal asymmetry induces a net salt flux toward waters of high salinity. In addition, brine penetration transforms deeper and saltier layers, amplifying the net salt flux due to ice formation and melt. This salt flux dominates the maximum total surface salt flux across $S_1$, which is balanced by the maximum diffusive salt flux. Besides this redistribution of salt within the Arctic, sea ice processes have a minimal impact on the total salt budget ($S_{\text{max}}$ in Figure 5a).

The total salt budget is governed by a negative (virtual) salt flux due to river runoff, and a smaller positive restoring salt flux. This restoring salt flux acts as a net source of salt, or equivalently as a net sink of fresh water, to compensate for a fresh bias in the model. As discussed by Ilıcak et al. (2016), the model used by Pemberton et al. (2015), NEMO3.2 with LIM2 sea ice component, has a saline bias over the Eurasian shelves. In their model, surface salinity restoring acts as a net sink of salt. These differences in salinity restoring between the two models affect the net salt advection across the Arctic gateways, which is a factor 2 larger in the model by Pemberton et al. (2015) compared to our simulations. This model-dependent salinity restoring likely reflects differences in the representation of the inflow of Atlantic Water between the two models.

In addition to acting as a net source of salt, the restoring salt flux acts as a horizontal diffusion by salinifying fresh layers and freshening saline layers, as indicated by the peak in Figure 5a. This horizontal diffusion indicates that horizontal salinity gradients in the model are larger than in the climatology to which surface salinity is restored, which either reflects a model bias with overestimated salinity gradients or reflects a climatology that is too smooth.

The surface salinity transformation across $S_2$ (Figure 5c), which marks the maximum freshening of Atlantic Water, is small, indicating that surface freshening is minimal. We see that this results from an overall balance in the salinity transformation due to brine rejection on one hand and ice melt, runoff, and restoring on the other hand.

As may be expected, the total surface heat flux is composed of two opposite terms: a positive heat flux from shortwave radiation and a negative nonsolar heat flux. As the latter dominates, the total surface heat flux is negative over the complete temperature range and induces a net surface cooling throughout the Arctic. The slight exception is the warmest water (above 5 °C), which is only present during summer when shortwave warming dominates over nonsolar heat loss. This net warming is balanced by diffusive cooling (Figure 4d). Because the heat flux associated with this summer warming is relatively small, we will not analyze this feature in more detail.

### 3.3. Major Processes

The long-term mean Arctic water mass transformation can be summarized in terms of the balances across isohalines $S_1$ and $S_2$ and the isotherms $T_1$ and $T_2$. These balances are indicated in Figure 6.

The basin-wide Arctic salt budget is governed by a net salt import through the circulation and modification of Atlantic Water and a surface (virtual) salt extraction from the freshest waters; these are primarily shelf waters near river outlets. These salt fluxes are connected through a maximum salt diffusion across $S_1$. One can interpret this salt budget in terms of a freshwater transport in the opposite direction: River outlets feed freshwater into low salinity shelf waters. This freshwater diffuses into more saline layers where it mixes with the saline Atlantic inflow and is eventually exported from the Arctic as part of modified Atlantic Water.

In addition, the seasonal asymmetry between ice melt and brine rejection acts to increase near-surface salinity gradients by transporting salt into saline layers. This salt transport is balanced by an oppositely directed diffusive salt flux.

The basin-wide Arctic heat budget is governed by a net heat import from the Atlantic inflow and to a lesser extent the warm summer Pacific inflow. This heat import is partly balanced by a direct surface heat loss from the same warm waters and partly by a surface heat loss from cold outcropping layers. The heat flux from warm inflowing waters to cold outcropping waters is governed by an internal heat diffusion.
Figure 6. Illustration of major processes in the model control simulation. (a, b) The salt (heat) budget is described by dividing the Arctic into waters below and above the isohaline $S_1$ (isotherm $T_1$), which is defined by the maximum diffusion. (c, d) The salinity (temperature) transformation is described by dividing the Arctic into waters below and above the isohaline $S_2$ (isotherm $T_2$), which is defined by the maximum inflow transformation. Colors indicate the processes as in Figures 3a and 3b (red: advection, green: diffusion, blue: surface salt fluxes, orange: surface heat fluxes). Note that this illustration does not represent actual stratification or geographical features; it also does not explicitly distinguish between inflows and outflows across the different gateways. The inflows and outflows in panels (c) and (d) are of equal magnitude as prescribed by volume conservation. The residual of the three terms can be interpreted as an additional, unresolved diffusion, which is not shown.

4. Imprint of Runoff Variability

In order to understand the impact of runoff variability on Arctic water mass transformation, we study the perturbation of the control state due to a 30% increase in Arctic-wide river runoff. This perturbation is characterized by an equilibrium response and a response time scale, which both may vary throughout the season. As a first impression of the impact of increased runoff, it is insightful to analyze the change in sea surface hydrography, which is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Change in sea surface hydrography due to increased runoff. (a) Perturbation of the annual mean cumulative surface area as a function of salinity; positive values indicate a net freshening. (b) Perturbation of the cumulative surface area in terms of temperature; negative values indicate a net warming. Note that not the full temperature range is shown, and a fraction of water is transformed to temperatures above 8 °C.
Not surprisingly, there is an overall freshening of the Arctic sea surface after adjustment to the runoff increase. This freshening results in an overall increase in the outcrop of waters with a salinity below $S_1$. The adjustment of sea surface temperature is less trivial. Overall, there is a shift of surface waters toward higher temperatures, reflecting an overall warming of the Arctic sea surface due to increased river runoff. In particular, there is a decrease of surface waters at freezing point (negative peak in Figure 7b). A significant fraction of this sea surface is warmed to temperatures above $1^\circ C$, implying that the total surface area of waters below both $T_1$ and $T_2$ decreases.

4.1. Salt and Heat Budgets

The total Arctic salt budget in the control simulation is dominated by a balance between a salt influx from advection and surface restoring and a virtual salt extraction by river runoff ($S_{\text{max}}$ in Figures 4a and 5a). In addition, there is a near-balance between a salt influx by brine rejection and a virtual salt extraction by sea ice melt. The 30% perturbation in runoff prescribes an increase in the virtual salt extraction due to runoff (Figure 8a). In the model, this perturbation induces an increased salt influx into the Arctic by restoring and advection. The model-specific restoring response balances 80% of the perturbation, indicating that the physically realistic model response is damped. In absence of this restoring salt flux, the increase in salt import (or equivalently freshwater export) would therefore be a factor 5 larger in order to restore balance. This increased salt import could either come from a magnified response in salt advection, an increase in net sea ice export, or some combination of both. In our simulations, we find a limited response in sea ice export, which would be expressed by an uneven response between ice melt and brine rejection. It is therefore likely that the response in total salt advection is damped by an approximate factor of 5 due to salinity restoring.

The total Arctic heat budget in the control simulation is described by a balance between heat import through advection and shortwave heating, and net heat loss by the nonsolar surface heat flux ($T_{\text{max}}$ in Figures 4b and 5b). The decreased sea ice cover increases the net incoming shortwave heat flux into the Arctic surface waters (Figure 8b). Additionally, the net outgoing nonsolar heat flux increases as may be expected from a decreased sea ice cover and an overall increased sea surface temperature. The increased nonsolar heat flux dominates over the increased incoming shortwave heat flux, leading to an increase in the total net surface heat loss. This surface heat loss is balanced by an increase in the advective heat import across the gateways, in agreement with comparable model studies where Arctic runoff is increased by 30% (Nummelin et al., 2016; Pemberton & Nilsson, 2016).

In the control simulation, a maximum diffusive salt flux is found across $S_1$, balanced by a net salt extraction from the surface outcrop layers with a salinity below $S_1$. This surface salt extraction is dominated by runoff and sea ice melt, partly suppressed by the restoring salt flux and brine rejection ($S_1$ in Figures 4a and 5b). The runoff perturbation primarily increases the balance between salt diffusion, salinity restoring, and runoff (Figure 8c). In addition, the increased outcrop of waters with a salinity below $S_1$ results in an increase in sea ice melt and brine rejection into these fresh layers.

Finally, a similar maximum heat diffusion was found in the control simulation across $T_1$, balanced primarily by a net surface heat loss dominated by the nonsolar heat loss over the incoming shortwave heat flux ($T_1$ in Figures 4b and 5b). As indicated by Nummelin et al. (2015), increased runoff suppresses mixing by increasing the stratification, but it also increases the vertical temperature gradient by warming the Atlantic layer. These opposing effects can either increase or decrease heat diffusion, and in our model results, the positive runoff perturbation increases the maximum diffusion across $T_1$ (Figure 8d). This increased vertical heat flux likely causes the surface warming, which induces an increase in nonsolar heat loss and a decrease in the sea ice cover. Note that this response can only occur if there is a sufficient temperature gradient across the halocline. In the real Arctic, this effect may only be expected to occur in the Eurasian basin, as the Canadian basin hosts a cold halocline (Rudels et al., 1996; Steele & Boyd, 1998). As our model has a cold bias at depth and underestimates the vertical temperature gradient across the halocline, the increase in heat import and surface heat loss to increased runoff may be underestimated as well.

4.2. Salinity and Temperature Transformation

The increase in runoff is necessarily balanced by a net salt import or equivalently by a net freshwater export. Although the model resolves a large fraction of this freshwater export through an enhanced restoring salt flux, the realistic response by advection is present as well (Figure 8a). This response of enhanced advective freshwater export can be resolved either by an increased outflow of low-salinity waters or by an increased transformation of the inflowing waters. The first would imply a direct balance between surface fluxes and
advection in the freshest layers; the latter requires the downward diffusion of freshwater into the circulating water masses.

We find that, in the model, increased runoff is partly diffused into more saline layers. This directly impacts the maximum freshening of inflowing waters (Figure 9a). Direct surface freshening of inflowing waters, however, remains largely constant. Increased freshening through runoff, and suppressed salinification through brine rejection, is largely compensated by a reduced freshening due to surface salinity restoring.

The runoff perturbation also impacts the temperature transformation of inflowing waters. Direct surface cooling is suppressed due to increased shortwave warming and decreased cooling due to nonsolar heat loss (Figure 9b). However, the increased diffusive cooling dominates in the transformation of waters of temperature \( T_2 \). As a result, the inflowing waters are cooled more intensively when more runoff enters the Arctic.

4.3. Transient Imprint of Runoff

The aim of this paper is to quantify the transient imprint of runoff on Arctic water mass transformation. This transient imprint is outlined in Table 1, in which the dominant perturbations, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, are presented chronologically dependent on the associated adjustment time scales. Because these time scales \( \tau_s \) vary between calendar months, we present the range of time scales for the months in which the sensitivity \( \delta_j \) is significant.
Besides this chronological ordering of model responses to runoff increase, we present three quantitative measures for the magnitude of the response and the skill of the sCRF. The signal-to-noise ratio is the magnitude of the perturbation, divided by the standard deviation of the associated salt, heat, or volume flux in the control simulation; this ratio is a measure for the significance of the perturbation. The goodness of fit for the sCRF is the explained variance of the modeled adjustment to the step function increase in runoff by the idealized sCRF; this goodness of fit is a measure for the appropriateness of the exponential fit. Finally, the explained model variance is the percentage of the modeled variance by the reconstructed time series based on the sCRF and the time series of the variable Arctic runoff; this value is a measure for the potential predictability of Arctic water mass processes based on river runoff.

For several water mass transformation processes, a relatively large fraction of the variance can be explained by the variability in total Arctic river runoff through application of the sCRF. These processes include freshwater diffusion and the year-to-year variations in sea ice formation and melt. On longer time scales, the variability in the freshening of Atlantic Water and the total Arctic freshwater export can also be partly explained by runoff variability. These results reveal that the sCRF can potentially be used to predict a fraction of the variability of Arctic water mass transformation processes several years ahead in time.

Table 1
**Chronological Model Response to Runoff Perturbations and Quantification of the Seasonal CRF Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model response</th>
<th>Adjustment time scale $r_s$ (years)</th>
<th>Signal-to-noise ratio</th>
<th>Goodness of CRF fit (%)</th>
<th>Explained model variance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downward freshwater diffusion increases</td>
<td>0.3–0.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoring salt flux increases</td>
<td>0.8–1.2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sea ice melt decreases</td>
<td>0.6–1.8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total brine rejection decreases</td>
<td>1.5–1.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwave surface warming increases</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshening of Atlantic inflow increases</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total freshwater export increases</td>
<td>2.5–4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsolar surface heat loss increases</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum heat diffusion increases</td>
<td>2.5–7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total heat import increases</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. CRF = climate response function.*
5. Discussion

A number of studies have previously estimated response time scales associated with perturbations in Arctic river runoff. Based on the observed total freshwater input and freshwater storage, Haine et al. (2015) and Carmack et al. (2016) found a residence time of approximately 15 years. Using passive tracers, Pemberton et al. (2014) found a residence time of 10 years for freshwater from Eurasian rivers. These estimates agree well with our simulations, which give an exponential time scale of up to 4 years for total freshwater export, implying that 95% of a runoff perturbation exits the Arctic within 12 years. However, Jahn, Tremblay, Newton, et al. (2010) noted that residence times of runoff may be significantly reduced by favorable atmospheric conditions. Using idealized simulations, Manucharyan and Spall (2016) showed that eddies may play an important role in regulating the impact of atmospheric conditions on the residence times of freshwater. Because the time scales reported in this study are based on mean atmospheric conditions, the actual response time scales to variability in Arctic river runoff likely contain a considerable spread.

We find that surface salinity restoring significantly impacts salinity transformation in the control simulation and has an even greater impact on the response to runoff variability. In part, we interpret this as an overall damping of the perturbation by an approximate factor of 5. However, this interpretation is insufficient with regard to the transient response to perturbations due to the considerable adjustment time scale of the restoring salt flux. As the adjustment time scales of the total restoring salt flux are up to 1.2 years, the transient impact of runoff may be larger during the first years after a perturbation. As salt diffusion responds on shorter time scales than restoring, the response of diffusion might—at least temporarily—be significantly stronger than expected from the apparently damped runoff perturbation. Altogether, the complications introduced by surface salinity restoring suggest that the transient response to runoff variability may vary greatly between uncoupled models. This impact of salinity restoring can be suppressed either by masking restoring within the region of interest (e.g., Nummelin et al., 2016) or by performing fully coupled simulations.

The explained model variance of several processes related to Arctic salinity and temperature transformation is considerable (Table 1), though it is limited by a number of factors. First, a weak sensitivity to runoff perturbations with respect to internal variability can suppress the explained model variance. Second, the idealized shape of the CRF, an exponential decay function, may not sufficiently describe the response to perturbations. This limitation may be caused by nonlinearity or by an interaction between the different terms. Note that the method presented here can be expanded by a more general CRF formulation to improve its functionality. Finally, we have considered total Arctic runoff as the governing parameter, neglecting any spatiotemporal variability in runoff. Such variability could, for example, be induced by an anticovariance between runoff from the Canadian and Eurasian rivers. Despite these limiting factors and the relatively small perturbation of 30% runoff, we find a considerable explained model variance due to total Arctic runoff, primarily for salinity transformation processes.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we determine the transient response of Arctic salinity and temperature transformation to variability in Arctic river runoff using a global coupled ocean-sea ice model. From this response we quantify the explained model variance of Arctic water mass transformation from runoff variability.

A stepwise increase in runoff sets off a chain of events with a range of time scales from several months up to 10 years. Initially, the freshening of shelf waters induces an increase in the downward diffusion of freshwater into deeper layers within half a year after the perturbation. The freshening of surface waters further induces an increased restoring salt flux on a time scale of 1 year. Within 2 years after the perturbation, the sea ice cover has shrunk, leading to a reduced seasonal cycle of sea ice formation and melt. On a time scale of several years, the surface warming due to shortwave radiation increases, likely due to the decreased sea ice extent, and the freshening of inflowing Atlantic Water increases, likely due to the downward diffusion of freshwater. The total freshwater export increases at a time scale up to 4 years, restoring the total freshwater budget in the Arctic. Finally, on time scales up to 10 years, the heat budget in the Arctic adjusts, which can be summarized by an increase in advective heat import, heat diffusion, and surface heat loss.

The response of surface salinity restoring dominates the anomalous salinity transformation in the Arctic, and after full adjustment, it compensates 80% of the runoff perturbation. As a result, only 20% of the runoff
perturbation contributes to enhanced Arctic freshwater export. This implies that the model's dynamical response to runoff variability is strongly damped. In addition, the surface salinity restoring in the control simulation is found to be strongly model dependent, as it compensates model biases. The large differences in salinity restoring between models indicate that the magnitude of the dynamical response to runoff variability may also be model dependent.

The imprint of runoff variability on Arctic water mass transformation is quantified using seasonal climate response functions. These describe an idealized response to runoff perturbations, which is compared to the variability in water mass transformation in actual model simulations, forced by variable Arctic river runoff. The considerable explained model variance for several processes, including the decrease in sea ice melt and brine rejection, indicate the potential for predictability of Arctic processes based on river runoff several years ahead. It should be noted here that these simulations do not contain interannual forcing beyond Arctic river runoff, and the actual predictability of the real system is likely smaller due to variability from other sources such as the Arctic Oscillation.

The increase in salt diffusion in response to increased runoff eventually induces an increase in heat diffusion. This response is likely limited to the Eurasian basin where significant temperature gradients are present across the halocline. As a result, increased runoff strengthens the heat advection into the Arctic, as well as the surface heat loss. The response of increased diffusion and advection of both salt and heat hints to an overall spinup of the Arctic estuarine circulation, although the response in total volume exchange across the gateways is not analyzed explicitly. As the model response of temperature transformation is relatively small compared to internal variability, the explained model variance of temperature transformation is limited. However, the model may underestimate the response in the circulation of heat due to the aforementioned salinity restoring and due to a cold bias below the halocline.

Overall, our findings provide encouraging evidence for the potential predictability of the Arctic system based on variability in river runoff. More generally, they illustrate the application of the seasonal climate response function. This novel tool allows for the quantification of transient climate responses on monthly resolution. Although this is particularly relevant for the Arctic, as it has a strong seasonality and a large fraction of variability is rapid because it is constrained to the upper layers of the ocean, we suggest that the seasonal climate response function can be applied to the analysis of any regional climate system, which is subject to a strong seasonality.
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